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I’m going to tell you about our work on using trajectory optimization for motion planning
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Fig. 1. Several problem settings were we have used our algorithm for motion
planning. Top left: planning an arm trajectory for the PR2 in simulation, in a
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ofproblem.
methods
based
on optimization.
benchmark
Top right:
PR2 opening
a door with a full-body motion.
Bottom left: industrial robot picking boxes, obeying an orientation constraint
on the end effector. Bottom right: humanoid robot model (DRC/Atlas) ducking
underneath an obstacle while obeying static stability constraints.

In robotics some of the most notable early work was on potential fields and elastic bands.
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Here’s the problem formulation.
The variables are the degrees of freedom of the robot at every timestep, and we want to minimize
the path length plus other costs, subject to no collisions, joint limits, and other constraints.
We use this formulation to solve motion planning problems from scratch, starting with infeasible
initial trajectories
This problem is challenging because of the no collisions constraint, which is non-convex.
We use sequential convex optimization, which works by repeatedly constructing a convex
approximation to the problem and solving it.
The key challenge is to approximate the collision constraint in a convex way.
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Here’s the problem formulation.
The variables are the degrees of freedom of the robot at every timestep, and we want to minimize
the path length plus other costs, subject to no collisions, joint limits, and other constraints.
We use this formulation to solve motion planning problems from scratch, starting with infeasible
initial trajectories
This problem is challenging because of the no collisions constraint, which is non-convex.
We use sequential convex optimization, which works by repeatedly constructing a convex
approximation to the problem and solving it.
The key challenge is to approximate the collision constraint in a convex way.
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Our algorithm is based on convex collision detection, which calculates the signed distance
between pairs of primitive shapes using the GJK and EPA algorithms.
For two shapes that are separated, as shown on the right, the signed distance is positive, and for
two overlapping shapes, as shown on the left, the signed distance is negative.
Our optimization procedure adds a penalty for each collision based on the signed distance; the
penalty is shown by the red curve, and becomes nonzero when the distance is below a safety
margin .
Wednesday, June 19, 13

In our sequential convex optimization procedure, we linearize the signed distance of every
overlapping pair of shapes with respect to the robot’s degrees of freedom, and then we add the
resulting hinge loss terms to the objective.
The slope of the penalty function is increased as needed in an outer loop of the algorithm.
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We can modify the collision penalty from Section IV to
give a cost that enforces the continuous-time safety of the
trajectory (though it makes a geometric approximation). It
is only moderately more computationally expensive than the
discrete-time collision cost of the previous section.
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Calculating the gradient of the swept-volume collision cost
is slightly more involved than discrete case described in
Equations (15) and (16). Let’s consider the case where object
A is moving and object B is stationary, as in Figure 4. Let’s
suppose that A and B are polyhedral. Then the closest point
pswept 2 convhull(A(t), A(t + 1)) lies in one of the faces
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Here’s a toy example of a dubins car problem.
We’ve initialized with a straight line in configuration space that’s both in collision and dynamically
infeasible
The optimization gets it out of collision and fixes the constraint violation
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Here’s a toy example of a dubins car problem.
We’ve initialized with a straight line in configuration space that’s both in collision and dynamically
infeasible
The optimization gets it out of collision and fixes the constraint violation
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Our benchmark consists of 198 7DOF arm planning problems and 96 18-DOF two-arm-base-torso
planning problems with the pr2.

Benchmark	
  Results
Arm planning (7 DOF) 10s limit
Trajopt

BiRRT (*)

CHOMP

success

99%

97%

85%

time (s)

0.32

1.2

6.0

1.2

1.6

2.6

path length

Full body (18 DOF) 30s limit
Trajopt

BiRRT (*) CHOMP (**)

success

84%

53%

N/A

time (s)

7.6

18

N/A

path length

1.1

1.6

N/A

(*) Top-performing algorithm from MoveIt/OMPL
(**) Not supported in available implementation
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Our algorithm, called “Trajopt” here, solved 99% of the 198 problems, in an average of .3 secs
The Bi-directional RRT in this table is a state of the art implementation from MoveIt and OMPL and
includes a smoothing phase.
It solved about the same number of problems, but was more than 3 times slower, and generated
longer paths.
CHOMP solved only 85% of the problems, was slower than our algorithm, and produced paths
that are, on the average, more than twice as long.
Our algorithm performed much better than the others others on the full body planning problems.
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